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f W~en a Volcano is Dead ~ 

VOLCANOES. A volcano (from Vulcan, the 
Roman god of fire) is an opening in the earth's 
crust from which hot rock is ejected. In 
many cases the hot rock is in the form of lava. 
The lava may flow out quietly, or it may be 
ejected forcibly. In the latter case much or 
all of it may be solid. Small fragments of solid 
lava are called cinders, but if they are as small 
as particles of fine sand or dust, they are called 
ashes or volcanic dust. 
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VOLCANOES ( 

Vapours and gases also escape, often in large 
quantities, when f?.O lava is being ejected. 

When volcanoes cease to be active, their 
craters may be occupied by water, giving rise 
to crater lakes. Such lakes are found in the 
Auvergne Mountains in Fra.nce, and in the 
Eifel district in Germany, and there is a very 
large one, known as Crater Lake, in the crater 
of Mount Mazama, in Oregon, U.S.A. 
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however, imply corn- ~ ·. · ' 
bustion; it is simply f , . 

powdered lava. f ': • ~ .. · 

Besides lava, many · j, '<· • · 

gases or vapours escape I 
from volcanoes. t 
Among the latter, t 
steam is the most 
abundant ; indeed, it ! · 
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is the principal force in 
the violent expulsion 
of materials from vol
canoes of the explosive 
type. Chlorine and 
sulphur and various 
compounds of these 
elements are among 
the commonest fumes 
escaping from volcanic 
vents. Carbon dioxide 
also is one of the com
mon gases. Many of 
the gases are poisonous, 
so that it is sometimes 
difficult to approach 
the openings. The photographer had set up his camera on the shaking rampart of the molten lava lake, "in 

a temperature hot enough to boil a kettle of water." Just as he was ready to photograph the · 
crag that you see in the centre of the picture, a terrific blast of seething lava burst with a 
bellowing roar within 30 feet of the camera, sending up this fountain of boiling lava spray. 

The solid material 
and the liquid lava 
which escape from vol This remarkable photograph was taken by Professo·r T. A. Jaggar, Jnr., of Hawaii. 

canoes accumulate about the vents and build 
up volcanic cones. In the top of a volcanic 
cone there is generally a depression, called the 
"crater," in the bottom of which is the vent. 
When a volcanic cone becomes high, the lava 
may break through its sides instead of flowing 
over the top. Cones built up by lava flows 
have low slopes; cones composed of cinders 
have somewhat steeper slopes. 

Dormant and Extinct Volcanoes 
When a volcano ceases to be active, it is said 

to be extinct; in fact., it is no longer a volcano. 
When the activity of a volcano is temporarily 
suspended, the volcano is said to he dormant, 
that is, sleeping. It is ·often difficult to tell 
whether a volcano js extinct or only dormant. 
Vesuvius was thought to be extinct until the 
time of its destructive eruption in A.D. 79. A 
volcanic vent often continues to give off vapours 
and gases long after lava ceases to issue from it. 

Volcanic cones retain their perfect form for a . . 
short time only, since the action of rain and 
melting snow soon modifies them. Volcanic 
cones in all stages of degradation occur in many 
mountainous regions. . 

Eruptions May Cause Earthquakes 
Volcanoes are often associated with earth

quakes, and the violent eruptions of volcanoes 
are sometimes the direct cause of earthquakes. 
In many cases, however, it may be true that 
the two phenomena, the earthquakes a,nd the 
volcanic eruptions, are to be referred to a 
common cause rather than either to the other. 

In the explosive eruptions of Vesuvius the 
quakings are felt for considerable distanres from 
the crat,er. In many cases of violent eruption 
the old cones are partly or wholly blown away. 
Even large parts of islands where they occur 
may be den1olished. Outside the present cone 
of 'l esuvius there is a remn~nt of an older cone, 
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